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Abstract

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have many
new characteristics unlike traditional network, such as
centriclessness, mobility and multi-hop transmission,
which invalidate conventional key managements. The
fast development and successful application of trusted
computing technology provide a potential solution to
achieve effective authentication and trust evaluation.
According to the VANETs with hierarchy organization
structure like tank group, a new authentication and
trust evaluation framework is proposed based on
trusted computing technology, the concepts of "trusted
attribute" and "trusted grade" are introduced, and the
key management architecture as well as authentication
process of mobile node are explained in detail.
Moreover, the real applications of the presented
framework in tank fight are discussed, and the trust
evaluation methods and its argumentations in the
presentedframework are given.

Index Terms-Vehicular ad hoc networks; trusted
computing, authentication, trust evaluation, key
management

1. Introduction

The past decade has witnessed the emergence of
Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs), specializing
the well-known Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs)
to Vehicle-to-Vehicle and Vehicle-to-Roadsidewireless
communications. How to secure VANETs has received
more and more attentions recently [1]. Due to the lack
of centralized services in self-organized systems,
VANET cannot be secured by the existing security
solutions. Therefore, it is necessary to design a new
authentication framework for adaptive VANETs.

The new rising trusted computing technology uses
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TPM (Trusted Platform Module) with lower cost to
bring trusted root into every type of computer platform
and to provide secure computing environment to
applications. China also issues own TCM (Trusted
Cryptography Module) [2].

This paper applies the trusted computing
technology into the identity authentication and trust
evaluation of VANETs, proposes a new key
management and trust evaluation scheme based on
hierarchical organization, and discuss how to use
trusted computing technology to realize the secure
communication among mobile nodes.

2. Problem Statement

In Internet, the successful application of PKI
(Public Key Infrastructure) mainly relies on the
credible third party, i.e. CA (Certificate Authority),
which takes charge of distributing, managing and
revoking digital certification. However, due to the
open channel, centriclessness and trustless
transmission, the traditional PKI is not working in
VANETs any more. Especially in battle, authentication
method has to have strong adaption ability because of
fast changing topology. A user may be unable to
connect CA or RA (Registration Authority) when it
moves to a temporary network in battle. So it is
necessary to provide temporary authenticating service
in changeful VANETs.

The application cases like tank group in battle have
distinct characteristics from common MANET
applications. First of all, tank group has strict hierarchy,
such as the corps, company, and platoon, and every
hierarchy has an absolute leader. Secondly, the
movement of tank group in battle has small-world
characteristic, i.e. local movement. Every node only
moves around the area which is in charge by troop the
node belonging to, so the communication between
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nodes in a same troop is unblocked. Third, in a given
tank group, every member has some attributes
regulated in advance, e.g., military rank, type of tank,
number of tank. Fourth, the node in VANETs has
strong computing and memory ability to take on
complicated tasks. Finally, the member in tank group
may apostatize when is caught. Once the case happens,
the apostate member becomes a 'legal' partner to take
part in all tasks. Our presented scheme is mainly
applied into the application cases in VANETs with the
above discussed characteristics, e.g., tank group,
airplane formation, soldier troop. For simple
expression, this paper mainly focuses on tank group
case.

The work in [3], which is similar with ours,
introduced the proxy signature Mechanism. If there is
legal agreement between original signer and proxy
signer, the proxy signer is allowed to sign document on
behave of the original signer, and proposed a key
management scheme with hierarchical organization
structure combining threshold cryptosystem. Such plan
not only improved systemic scalability but also
increased the communicating and computing cost
explicitly. However, this framework did not consider
the cases which apostate nodes exists and how to
protect private key and to apply a new certification.

3. Trusted computing technology

We use TCM as choice of trusted computing
technology because of especial scene. The most
important part of TCM is Cryptographic Support
Platform for Trusted Computing (CSPTC), which is
composed of TCM and TSM (TCM Service Module),
as shown in Figure I
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Figure 1 Function Framework of Cryptographic Support
Platform for Trusted Computing [2]

TCM, as the key part of trusted computing
technology provides independent cryptogram
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algorithms. TSM mainly provides supports for basis
resource to TCM.

CSPTC uses cryptography to ensure platform
integrity via integrity measurement, store and report of
system components. The measuring value of
computing component is written into the
corresponding PCR (Platform Configuration Register)
of TCM. In addition, CSPTC uses EK (Endorsement
Key) to denote identity, and generate a key pair called
PIK (Platform Identity Key) inside TCM under
permission of platform owner to sign digital
certification on information inside TCM and to realize
the platform identity authentication and the platform
integrity report, and to verify the trustiness of
information inside platform for outside entities. The
managing operations of key, e.g. generating, loading
and revoking, are beyond the discussion in this paper,
and the related contents can be found in [3].

The general process of platform integrity
verification is described as follows:
Step 1. The outside entity (e.g. leader of tank group)

sends request for integrity measurement to
CSPTC after CSPTC begins;

Step 2. TCM collects PCR values and signs PCR
values with PIK;

Step 3. CSPTC sends the PCR values, the signature
of PIK on PCR values and the PIK
certification to outside entity;

Step 4. The outside entity receives the PCR values,
the signature of PIK on PCR values and the
PIK certification from CSPTC;

Step 5. The outside entity verifies the PIK
certification;

Step 6. The outside entity verifies the signature of
PCR values;

Step 7. The outside entity compares the PCR values
with the baseline value of platform integrity.
If the result is the same, the current state of
platform is trust.

4. The presented framework

Definition I: TA (Trusted Attribute)
To verify the integrity of mobile node, there are

three items to be detected as follows: (I) the
uniqueness of identity and integrity of mobile node as
well as the privacy of working space; (2) the integrity
of hardware configuration, OS (Operation System),
services and applications; (3) the privacy and integrity
of storing, handling and transferring of information.
Each of above matters is called TA (Trusted Attribute),
and possesses respective range whose value may
change as the running state of mobile node. For



example, identifier of tank and version of as are just
TAs, and the value of former is a string while the one
of latter may include Windows CE, VxWorks, Linux,
and so on, which can be stored in PCR.
Definition 2: TG (Trusted Grade)

The outside entity evaluates all the TAs of mobile
node according to some promissory rules in advance
after successful identity authentication, and the
evaluation results are the metric of reliability of
terminal and are called Trusted Grade (TG). Although
the new joined mobile node can pass identity
authentication, it may be still unable to become trusted
node because of incapable of getting trusted grade, e.g.
apostate node (we think the some trusted attribute of
apostate node can be changed).

4.1 Partitioning TAs

All TAs are divided into three classes based on their
impacts on security of the whole network:
(1) Key Attribute (KA): they are mainly related to

security and identity of terminal such as identifier
of tank, version and patch of as, and user
password;

(2) Advanced Attribute (AA): they are mainly
correlative with the running state of terminal, e.g.,
the value of register, the state of network
connection or process. Their values always
change as the running of terminal;

(3) General Attribute (GA): they are mainly static
attributes of mobile node, i.e. unchanged with the
running of mobile node, e.g., artillery caliber,
engine, firepower equipment.

The trusted attributes can be managed according as
the hierarchical organization and the detailed
description can be found in [4].

4.2 Evaluating TG

The TGs of two terminals A and B are distinguished
as following rules:

TG<;f» TG(E),ifCACks) > CsCks) (1)
TG<;f» TG(E), if(CACks) = CsCks))/\ (VA(V'eEks) >

VB(V'eEks)) (2)
TG<;f»TG(E),!f(CACks) = CsCks))/\ (VA(V'eEks) =

VB(V'eE ks)) /\ (CACgs) > CB(gs)) (3)
where ks is the set of KAs, as is the set of AAs, gs is
the set of GAs, CA(ks) denotes the total number of
elements in ks of A , TG(A) denotes the TG of A, and
VA(e) eE{ks, as, gs} denotes the value of element e of
A.

It can be got from (1) that if the total number ofKA
of mobile node A is more than the mobile node B, the

TG of mobile node A is higher than mobile node Band
ignores the amount and values of the other TAs; In (2),
it can be known that if the amount of KAs of mobile
node A and mobile node B is the same and each of
AAs of mobile node A is bigger than the one of mobile
node B, the TG of mobile node A is higher than mobile
node B; In (3), if the amount and values of KAs of
mobile node A and mobile node B are the uniform and
the total number of AAs of mobile node A is more than
mobile node B, the TG of mobile node A is higher than
mobile node B. And the rest may be deduced by
analogy.

4.3 Identity authentication

We use a key management structure like [3] as
shown in Figure 2. It is composed of one RG (Root
Group) and some PGs (Primary Group) , and the
detailed generation process can be found in [3], but the
differences are: (1) every mobile node supports trusted
computing technology and the private key is stored in
TCM; (2) the transferred information is encrypted with
PIK; (3) the mobile nodes with high trusted grade
compose root group while the mobile nodes with lower
trusted grade and non-trusted mobile nodes compose
primary group in order to ensure the creditability of
signed certification; (4) every server can take charge of
the verification function of outside entity, and evaluate
the mobile node in its presidial area; (5) the adoptive
encryption and certification format obey the
specification of TCM; (6) the identity authentication
process needs to be executed as TCM specification,
but the verification function is finished together by the
members in root group, and the existence is ensured by
threshold cryptosystem.
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Figure 2 The structure of framework

It is difficult to ensure every node is familiar with
other nodes because of the huge scale, plentiful nodes,
fast movement, and complicated organization in tank
group scene, and even apostate nodes. So only
authentic identity is not enough, and it is necessary to
evaluate trustiness of node and to control its behaviors
and privilege based on it.
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4.4 Trust evaluation

When a strange mobile node moves into an existing
VANET, it firstly begins to identity authentication, and
then starts trust evaluation after successful
authentication, i.e., granting it a trusted grade in terms
of its extent of integrity in order that let it take task and
visit resource. The detailed process is shown in Figure
3 and expressed as follows :
Step I. After successful identity authentication of

new joined node, the member in the
corresponding root group sends a request for
integrity measurement report to its CSPTC
based on policies set down in advance ;

Step 2. The new node collects the PCR value required
in received request, and signs PCR value with
PIK;

Step 3. The new node sends the PCR value, the
signature of PIK on PCR value and PIK
certification to the member in root group (the
request sender );

Step 4. The member in root group receives the PCR
value, the signature of PIK on PCR value and
PIK certification from the new node;

Step 5. The member in root group verifies the PIK
certification;

Step 6. The member in root group verifies the
signature ofPCR value;

Step 7. The member in root group evaluates the PCR
value according as the policies set down in
advance, and decides a trusted grade;

Step 8. The member in root group signs the trusted
grade with itself private key, and sends it to
the new node and other all members in its
presidial primary group;

Step 9. The new node is permitted to join in primary
group, but the other members decide what
tasks and resources the new joined member
can be joined and visited in terms of its
trusted grade, i.e., whether cooperates with it
or shares resources with it.
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Figure 3 Trust evaluation process of new joined node

5. Conclusions

We propose a new framework of identity
authentication and trust evaluation based on trusted
computing technology. The presented framework has
the following merits: (1) high security , using trusted
computing technology to protect private key and
information transmission ; (2) high availability, using
threshold cryptosystem and proxy signature to ensure
the existence of CA service ; (3) high efficiency ,
building hierarchical framework structure to avoid the
extra cost of cross authentication; (4) high flexibility ,
customing grading policy according as respective
requirements of different root groups.
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